GT 5.2.4 C Common Libraries: Quality Profile
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1. Test coverage reports

There are no reports on this component.

2. Code analysis reports

There are no reports on this component.

3. Known Problems in C Common Libraries

• GT-108\(^1\): --libdir is being ignored
• GT-114\(^2\): i18n rules in installer don't work
• GT-360\(^3\): signals ignored by subprocesses

4. Fixed Bugs for C Common Libraries

None.

5. Performance reports

There are no reports on this component.

---

\(^1\) http://jira.globus.org/browse/GT-108  
\(^2\) http://jira.globus.org/browse/GT-114  
\(^3\) http://jira.globus.org/browse/GT-360